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Geometry is generally referred to as the one best pattern of the 
Greek thought, as a purely rational view of the world. Modern sociologists 
and cultural anthropologists as, for instance, J. -P. Vernant are among 
the staunch supporters of this view. Moreover, the history of mathem:a
tics has long before furnished the general suggestion that geometry would 
have gained pre-eminence over arithmetics in the mathematical world 
itself 1 . I would raise two objections to this view. 

First, it should be noticed that Greek geometry is not in the least 
confined to the study of regular shapes or to the setting of rules over a 
strictly rational space. But what is of interest is that it deals with the 
incommensurable as well. The discovery of irrational values, which was 
paradoxical, at the time came off from an attempt to see what magnitude 
and space as a whole should be, and A. Szabo has accurately proved that, 
since the Greeks found in geometry and not in arithmetics such notions 
aS 'inexpressible' ( tXpp'r)"C'OV ), 'illCOllllllenSUI'able' ( OCO"uµµe:Tpov) and 'irra
tional' ( &J...oyov ), these are actually experienced as belonging to magnitudes. 

The second objection is that despite the use of geometrical calculus 
throughout the Greek antiquity, geometry itself was only an ancillary 
discipline, ranking somewhat below arithmeticH, which was deemed to 
be nobler and more important. 

Number and magnitude were each intuited relatively early, and 
both arithmetics and geometry were to focus on them. Nicomachus of 
Gerasa must have been supported by tradition since he so precisely sepa
rated the number as an arithmetic element from magnitudes which were 
given a geometrica! description. He claimed that number is a property 
-0f «discrete» objects such as « group », « choir » etc., whereas magnitu
.d.es would go with <( continuous » things in nature: <(animal», « tree » 
etc. 2 According to this typology, which was highly popular with the Greeks, 
geometry as a Rcience of magnitudes not only opposed the science of 

1 As is implied, for instance, in Van der Waerden Erwachende Wissensc/1a{t, pp. 204-
206 (ap. A. Szabo, The Beginnings o{Greek Mathematics, Budapest, 1978, p. 95). For J.-P. Ver
nant, see Mythe ei pensee chez Ies Grecs, Paris, 1969, pp. 95-103. 

2 Nicom., lntrod. Arithm., ii- iii. 

:StCI XXIII, Bucureşti, p. 13-'.Xl 
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14 MANUELA TECUŞAN I. 2 

numbers which was arithmetics, but also appeared as inferior to it. We 
ean take Proclos' evidence for this fact: « It has been supported by the 
elder that geometry is a section (µepoc;) of general mathematics ("~c; o/..')')c; 
µoc6')')µ1nLx.~c;) and that it is second-best to arithmetics (ae:u"epocv "oc~Lv 
E;(e:L), ... and so th~re is no need for extra-arguments ». And he adds 
that « numbers are more immaterial and pure than magnitudes » 
( iipL6µot "wv µe:yEewv iiuA.c:ne:poL x.oct x.oc6ocpw"ocnL 3). 

Proclos' testimony falls short of explaining how the relation between 
geometry, inferior to arithmetics, and magnitudes, inferior to numbers, 
really worked. Yet his statement in the above quotation sounds much 
like the famous sentences wherein the old Pythagoreans used to praise 
the Number as the perfect Being. If conjoined with the former considera
tions on the superior nature of arithmetics as a whole, such sentences 
could enforce us to trace the theory of number superiority as far back 
as the vii1

h century. Hence less «pure» or « noble » than arithmetics, geo
metry appears nonetheless as a more comprehensive even though less, 
definite domain. 

With all that ancient evidence, it is all the more difficult to ima
gine how could geometry have endowed the Greek mind with a fundamen
tal pattern - a fact which is beyond controversy. 

The explanation I am trying to offer is that Greek geometricism 
preserved to some extent certain of its mythical remnants, which there
fore have continually projected the eldest structures of spa.ce foreward 
into the growing scientific model of a rational world. It seems that this 
process can be traced back as far as its mythical sources, by means of 
two opposite notions: the straight aud the circular. I have considered 
this opposition particularly important as it underlines Greek geometry 
1.hroughout and, what is more important, it assumes in a simple and 
most general form a specific structure which may be found in any domain 
of Greek thought and experience. 

In early Greek ages, space was experienced indiscriminately. In 
an analysis of the structural patterns of that period 4, Detienne and Ver
nant have described it in terms of a shifting (oct6A.oc;), chaotic ( &7topoc;) 
and manifold ( 7toAi'.npo7toc;) space, in which movements were devoid of 
direction. This elementary space consisted, as it were, of mere broken 
and curved shapes. They were unmista.kenly assimilated with each 
other as no functional criterion had then been given. Once this criterion 
was formulated, it helped things towards complete geometrical order; 
and this process began by separating the curved from the broken, until 
they changed into a distinct pair of opposites : the circle aud the 
straight lines. 

The mythical cycle of Daedalus incorporates some elements 
of this process. Based upon Fran~oise Frontisi-Ducrous' re-

3 Procl., 48, 9 sq.; 95, 23 sq. 
4 '\!. Detienne - J.- P. Vernant, J.es rllses de l'intelligence, Paris, 1974, pp. 25, 162. 
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CIRCLE ANO LINE AS PATTERNS IN GREEK PRESOCRATIC THOUGHT 15 

search 5 one could now draw a comparative list of the tools traditionally 
assigned to Daedalus and Talus : 

Daedalus 

'TUAOL, -ljl.ot, y6µ.cpot 
(nails, spikes, wooden dowcls) 
x6J.J.~, txu6xol.J.oc 
.(gl~e; the gluing techniques) 
'TpU7tOCVOV, 'TEpe:'TpOv 
(boer, wimble) 
xiX6e:po<; 
{mason's balance) 
Cl'TiX.6µ~ 
.(carpenter's rule; string?) 
7tEAe:xu<;, crxe7tocpvov 
(hatchelet) 
7tplwv 
(saw) 

Talus 

xe:pocµtxov 'Tp6xov 
(potter's wheel) 

'T6pvo<; 
(sort of compass: neddle and 
thread?) 

xiplvo<;, 8toc~ÎJ'T~<; 
(compasses) 

That these heroes were ascribed such tools so as to meet comple
mentary skills, induces one to conclude that the battle of rivals be
tween Daedalus and Talus relied upon a more abstract « fight » : the narrai
tive was also suggestive of a geometric rivalry between the circular pro
perties and the linear properties of space. 

The choice of instruments indicates that this opposition was not 
.settled as yet. Both cr-riX6µ lJ and xoc6e:po~ vacillate between describing 
straight and circular movements. The same waverings are to be found 
in Theognis' description of the Delphic messenger: he took three speci
fic tools along with him, the last of which, cr-rcX.6µ l), can not be proper
ly related to any geometrica! form. 

These confusions do not impair the evidence that two distinct mo
dels of space were already emerging. Our idea of the relation existing 
between this process and various periods în the Greek history can not 
be more precise than it was to the Greeks themselves. The Hellenistic 
poet Oallimachus, for instance, had a half-mythical feeling about it and 
he expressed it în bis cvoking the legendary Euphorbus, of whom he said 
that "he was the first man who used to draw (E:ypoc~e:) both scalene 
triangles and circles" (-rplyovoc crxocAl)voc xoct xuxAov ~AD<:oc) 6 • Full 
mention of a regular opposition between circular and straight shapes 
is made in the famous Pythagorean tabula oppositorum, which stresses 
on their value as paradigms of the world. In Aristotle's record, e:u6u and 
xcqJ.7tuAov - that is, « straight » and « curved » (or even «circular», as 
the case may be) - stand among the ten Pythagorcan pairs of opposi
tes 7• 

5 See Fran-.oise Frontisi Ducroux, Dedale. Mylhologie de l'artisan en Grece ancienne, 
Paris, 1975, pp. 129-134 and passim. 

6 Callimachus, 1, 52, fr. 191 Pfeiffer (= Thales A 3 a). 
7 Arist„ Mel„ 986 a 22-26. 
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16 MANUELA TECUŞAN 

The man who represents at best the whole formative process of 
Greek geometry is Thales of Miletus. All his mathematical fragments 
which have come down to us speak of the feeling of tension between 
angular and circumferential shapes. On the one hand, Thales aimed at 
a clear-cut sepamtion of the properties conveyed by either of them. We 
are told, for instance, that we owe to him the first attempt to demons
trate ( ocnood~()((j6oct) that « the circle is divided into equal parts by 
its diam eter )) (A 20 : OL xonµeî:cr6oct TOV X UXAOV U7t0 •'tic; Otocµihpou ). 
On the other hand, Thales was obviously in search for the lost unity be
tween the linear and the circula.I' rules of space, in as far as to aim at 
building a particular knowledge on it. It was said that «he was also the 
first who proved that, when related to the cycle run by the sun through 
heavens, the sun's breadth represented the seven hundred twentieth part1 

and so did the moon's when related to the same circumference » (A 1, 24). 
From this moment ou, the Greeks attempted to recover the pri

mordial unity which had existed in the early age of their geometry. The 
scope of this tendency may be seized from two geometric definitions due 
to Democritus (68 b 155 sqq.), which were accurately restored by Fr. 
l,asserre 8 • One of them « described every circular figure as the limit of 
a pol:vgon the number of whose sides is increasing to infinity ». In the 
::-;ccond definition, which started from a controversy over the tangent, 
it is assumed tha.t the sphere is «a sort of angle ». In Lasserre's own expla
nation, Democritus thus meant « that every circle forms with its tangent, 
a,t the point where they meet, an infinitesimal 'angle' and, separating 
from it by an equally infinitesimal increase of this angle, ends by closing 
back on itRelf ». 

During the v 1
h century the opposition between circle and line must 

have g-ained its own right and it became authoritative to the extent of 
being coined hy philosophers in their own symbolic language. Even Hera
elitm;' version of the natural world proved apt to be expressed in terms 
of geometrica! contraries. A fragment from Heraclitus statcs that, when 
simultaneously given - as in the case of the xoxA.locc;, a sort of screw, 
whose movement is both upright and circular - the circular (xuxA.cp) 
and the upright ( ocvcu) movements are fused and this renders the above 
mentioned straight (eu6e~oc) and curved (crxoA.t~) lines identica! (B 59). 

I have met the most spectacular evidence for this fashion of thought 
in Plato's Phaedo. At 72 b, Socrates, who has by now succeeded in des
cribing the cosmic generative motion (yevecrtc;) in terms of an episte
mological process, declares that this should necessarily involve two con
traries, each of which he calls -ro E-repov ('the other'). For better under
standing of his statement, he concludes with a metaphorical reductio ad 
absurdum of the entire argument. The interlocutors are thus forced to 
admit that the opposites ('TiX ~-rep1X) form the basic structure of our world, 
in the absence of which the whole universe would die out (n1XucrQ(0"61Xt). 
Socrates' metaphor relies on the picture of what he assumes to be the 
two models of any conceivable human knowledge: the good one, the mo-

Fr. Lasscrre, The Birlh o( Mathemalics in the Age o{ Plato, transl. by Hrlm Mortimer, 
L 1964, pp. 19-20. 
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5 CIRCLE AND LINE AS PATTERNS IN GREEK PRESOCRATIC THOUGHT 17 

tion of which is called circular (lv xuxi..cp) and which matches the y&ve:1rn;; 
and the misleading one, which complies with the image of a linear mo
vement, similar to the whirl of the universe towards its final destruction. 
The contrast here springs from the pertinent use of geometrica! catego
ries 9• Two patterns' of the contrary are thus revealed : (1) To he:pov, 
which only survives inside the circular space (xuxAoi;). The opposite direc
tions can in this case be simultaneously given by means of & vTixn6ao<rn; ;. 
(2) -ro xocTixnlxpu, which entailes the existence of a rectilinear space (e:u6ui;). 
This can be properly described in terms of an infinite univoca! growth. 

Phaedo 72b is a piece of evidence for how the circle and the line 
as a couple of opposites may stand for the larger ethical and philosophi
cal problem of truth opposing falsehood, of reality opposing appearance, 
etc. This symbolism requires further analysis of the general properties 
of space aud of their assignment to circle aud line, respectively. 

The existence of a split inside the Greek geometry has been noti
ced even by scholars who had no particular concern for such matters. 
In this respect, one can recall A. Rey, who noticed that « the elements 
for a geometry of circumference and of circle have been found aud spe
cified later than the elements for a geometry of line aud of rectangular 
surfaces » 10• This functional division of the Greek space into circularity 
aud linearity deserves a detailed inquiry as this will explain why geometry 
has simultaneously been a privileged symbol of the Greek rationalism 
and the « non-defined » space formed by irrational aud indeterminate mag
nitudes banned continuously from the realm of numbers. This is tanta
mount to saying that the same opposition between a rational and an irra
tional element which finally succeeded in breaking geometry aloof from 
arithmetics and in banishing it outside mathematics was at work inside 
geometry as well. N eglecting this split inside the Greek geometry preclu
des faithful understanding. 

"\Vhatever the particular fact with which one may relate the rise 
of the irrationals 11, there is little doubt that the latter derived from geo
metry, belonging precisely to the straight-line geometry. 

Incommensurability aud irrationality go back to a very early date ; 
together with Szabo, one may say that they were congeneric with Greek 
mathematics itself 12• Hut at that time no distinction was made between the 

9 The sentence con sists of thrce syntagms: (a) the first dcals with circular motion and 
uses the expression ev xuxACj> in an almost tcchnical way; (b) thc second dcals with rectilinear 
motion (Eu6Ei:et) and is also technical. I look thc libcrty to interpret -r& xa:-ra:v-rtxpu as 
'limils' or extremitics of a givcn segment; (c) thc third rcturns to circular motion (the words 
&11Exriµ-rot and rtotoi:-ro ordinarily describ<' a spiral outlinc\. 

io A. Rcy, La jeunesse de la science grecque, Paris, 19:1:1, p. 243-244. 
11 With thc rclalion betwcen the diagonal and the sidc of the squar!', as Szab6 suggests 

(op. cil„ p. 60), following T. L. Heat ( Malhemalics in Arislotle, Oxford, 1949, p. 2), who rclies 
on Aristotle ( Mel„ 983 a 19 sq.; 1053 a 11 sq.); or with thc &vwcpodpE<nc; dcscribed by 
Euclid in the opening of his iind book, which is reia led to thc monocorde, C'tc. 

12 The circulation of an empirica! notion of the « irrational • much before TJi.codorus of 
Cyrcne, to whom it was traditionally assignecl, can bC' proved by the xiiith sentence in Euclid's 
viith book, which statcs the cxistcncc of a mc:rn proportional number betwecn two unpropor
tional numbers; cf. Szabt\, op. cil„ p. 5:1. 
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18 MANUELA TECUŞAN 6 

geometrical space described by a line and the figurative number which, 
.according to the Pythagoreans, arose from linear approximations (if not 
from the line itself). If the statement is true that the irrational has been 
found much earlier and that it was first described as a linear magnitude, 
it is then likely that this discovery has helped arithmo-geometry, where
from the figurative number theory derived, to be fully assimilated by 
:geometry later. In thus dealing with this transitory domain, which belong
ed neither to numbers nor to magnitudes, it was possible to build up a 
system of numbers independently of the irrational. As for the number, 
this was prompted to become the purest and most intelligible thing. It 
seems that already with the Eleatics' there was a total gap between line 
and number. 

Owing to the original relation between the notion of incommensura
bility and the geometric line, the increasing difficulties of numbers -
mainly related to the developing theory of the irrationals - could be 
diverted from arithmetics towards geometry. Thus, Greek geometry 
was somewhat bound to decay. Much to the contrary, the old aud to 
some extent inertial pre-eminence of a rather mytical realm of geometrical 
,order should be related to the symbolics of circle as the perfect shape. 

However old it may be, it is to the Pythagoreans that this tradition 
,can be ascribed. In Diogenes Laertius' record, the Pythagoreans would 
have said that « the sphere is the most beautiful of all solid figures and 
:the circle is the most beautiful of all plane ones » 13• Intelligibility was 
no doubt high in making this statement since the Pythagoreans believed 
.that any circular magnitude could be numerically related to any other
.a property which linear magnitudes did not share. Passing now to 
the Eleatics, this view set up one of the most authoritative topics in the 
Greek culture. Many examples could be here quoted. Plato's own claims 
on the circle as the perfect shape are too famous to be given here. But 
such contentions were very popular; so, in referring to a tradition which 
ascribed the fundation of five basic mechanical bodies to the circle 14, 

Aristotle simply quotes this, without going into futher explanatory details. 
The fame of the circle also derived from the most archaic property 

.of its centre, by virtue of which this was itself an equivalent of xcup6c;. 
Both the circle and the sphere arose from a changing and um;afe space, 
which gradually formed around a central point. The concept of center 
thus began to symbolize the human capacity to :mbdue the unexpected 
and the dangcrous; it also incorporateu a highly difficult movement 1

;;. 

The Greeks were overimaginative about the centre, and the history of 
such notions as 'OµrpocMc; or 'Ecr-doc proves it well enough. 

Geometry praised thc circle much the same as arithmetics exalted 
the virtues of the number. However, a perfect shape as it might have 
been, the circle exhibited nonetheless paradoxical features. Thc centre 
was believed to act over the circumference, as if all circle propcrties were 
joined by a cohesive force. Thus, this was the only shape which could 

1a D. L., V. P., 1, 19. 
H I have taken this example from J.- P. Vernant, Mytl1e el pensee chez ies Grecs, Paris, 

HJ69, p. 52. 
16 M. Detienne - J.- P. Vernant, op. cil., p. 34. 
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7 CJRCLE AND LINE AS PATI'ERNS IN GREEK PRESOCRATIC THOUGHT 19' 

reconcile the adver:;e by means of its centre. This appeared both as a 
marvcllou:; and as an ambiguous or even damaging feature to the Greeks_ 
Of Heraclitus, who had proclaimed that « thc beginning and the end of a 
circle are identical » !BHi:3), they used to think that he was an« obscure» 
philosopher and mock at him. But Parmenides had given much the same· 
:sentence, actually seeming only to replace « circle » by « discourse » (B l 
and B ,'}) 16 ; ~md in another of his fragments he had also explained that 
o[ yiip mxv-ro6e:v foov, oµwc; EV 7tdpixcrL X upe:L ( (< being simultaneously 
at each point, everywhere within its edge8, the circle is the same » B 8, 
42 -44). By means of its centre, the circle proved ahle to turn contra
riety into sameness. 

The circle's paradox led to the most striking intuition with 
the Greeks : half a unity would stand for twice the unity. This statement, 
which seems to anticipate the modern definition of the infinite, was half
jokingly expressed by as old and, in a certain way, unsophisticated a 
poet as Hesiod 17 • Its clearer mathematic form derives from the Eleatic 
view of the intelligible. In Aristotle's opinion, the fourth of Zeno's argu
ments against the movement is « one by which [Zeno] ventures to prove 
that half the time matcheS twice the time )) (LcrOV e:!VIXL XPOVOV "t"cj> aL-
7tAIXcrLC:l Tov ~µLcruv, Zeno A 28). 

Plato, who made L. Robin say that «Le contraire du double est 
en un sens la moitie » 18, gives several passages which would require very 
much the same comment. One of them is at Phaedo 71 b. In describing 
the permanent swing from one contrary to the other, Socrates makes an 
exceptional use of the term µe:Tix~u ('in the middle', 'between'). Namely, 
he builds up a geometrica! picture of the process (ylve:crLc;) as centre, 
always balanced by the opposite sides - :mch as life and death (auo 
ye:vfoe:Lc;). It is the only way of explaining the paradoxical equation 
ylve:crLc; = auo ye:vfoe:Lc;, which is implicit in Socrates' argument. 

The pattern of the relation between centre and circumference can 
be found outside the mathematical world in a most spectacular way. This 
is obvious for instance in mus:c, which furnishes a technical termi
nology pertinent to our assumption. I shall confine to some general exam
ples in support of that view. 

The importance attached to the central note A (µfoov) in the Pytha
gorean scale is well-known by now. Suffice it to recall 'l'h. Reinach's re
mark that, if one could properly speak of tonic in Greek music, one should 
place it in the middle of the scale and not at the beginning. Thus situat
cd, the central note - which would fairly correspond to a modern domi
nant, i.e. to the fifth step - was heanl more conspicuously than a dominant 
but less conspicuously than a tonic. 'I'wo semibles were accordingly created 
instead of one, two incomplete eonc omitent ton ies, etc. Every tonal func
tion appears to have been twice ieprern:-ited within the sca,le and at the 

16 For H1 (K R 342), 29. sec also l'1e co·nnwnlar~· 011 'AJ.riOdric; e:u ~u/,foc; &:rpe:µ€c; '1)-.op: 
• whcncver you pick up thc chain or Pnrnwnicks' reasoning, you can follow it round in 
n circlc, passing through each of its links in turn. b:tck to your starting-point • (G. S. Kirk -
.I. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers, Cambridg1>, Hl71, p. 268). 

17 Hesiod, Works and Days. v. 40: N 1,;rtot, o•'.ia€ fo'ltcrtv ocrcp rr/.fov ljµtcru mxv-.6c;. 

a Platon, Phedon (C.U.F.). Pnris, t!J:~4 .. p. 81_. 
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'20 MANUELA TECUŞAN 8 

same time divided into halves because of the circular airangement inside 
this set of elements. 

Music was closely related to mathematics in the Greek thought, as 
is today. It appears therefore even more interesting to find this same sort 
of binary indecision rule over wider and less artificial domains. J. -P. 
Vernant, M. Detienne and Zoe Petre identified a close terminological 
affinity of geometrical and political orders. The main argument in that 
demonstration is given by the notion of centre (µfoov). To debate in the 
Athenian ~ouA~ meant to put the matter in the middle (iv µfocp) and to 
surround it by the citizens' body, in which anyone had his own share by 
means of an oppinion. On the other side, the most arhaic images of sove
reignity show various unsettled perceptions of the circular space 19• Both 
tragedy and rhetoric arose from a similar pattern. Drama, for instance, 
set out opposite characters around a dynamic nucleus acting as an arbi
tra.tor whose equidistant position could neutralise all of them, while esta
blishing each one's right. 

These facts point to a two-fold evolution. O u t s i d e m a t h e
ro atic s, the struggle between rational and irrational-which was also 
fought within the geometric circle - created by means of this figure a 
symbolism which enabled geometry to retain certain old privileges. But 
m a t h e m a t i c s i t s elf progressed in a completely different manner, 
which was to end up in the equation between magnitudes and the finally 
rejected irrationals. So the long-established idea of geometry having 
played a ruling part among various departments of the Greek science 
:should not be entirely disregarded. It should rather be approached dis
criminately by a new imagc of thc inner structure of gcomctry, which pro
ves to be dichotomie itself. Geometry has been used as far as to provide 
a basic method for a,ll Greek activities. But one should not infer from 
this fact that the Greeks held geometry to be a prestigious discipline; 
on the contrary, geometry was badly considered. And here again one 
should notice that this statement does not refer to geometry as a 
whole, but, so to speak, to its mathematical goal alone. The assumption 
that the circle and the line expressed a specific dichotomy within both 
Greek geometry and thought would account, I hope, for this sort of 
:paradox. 

January 1984 

Industrial High School, no. :~5 
Str. Năbucului 4 

Bucharest. 

19 A goo:l example would be the one of king Minos : both a merechant and an eterna! 
judge, he never parts from the golden balance. See also M. Detienne, Les maitres de verile dans la 
Grece archaique, Paris, 1968, pp. 29-50. For the kinship between geometrica! and politica! 
orders, see also Zoe Petre, Geometrie el politique dans la cite classique, An. Universităţii din Bucu
reşti (Istorie), 27, 1978, pp. 3-18. 
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